
Miracle Collar Success Stories!

“How would you like to inherit 57 horses overnight 
with most of them being cribbers?  That’s exactly what 
happened when we rescued a group of Thoroughbreds 
from a Davison, Michigan farm. If we hadn’t gotten the 
Miracle Collar, the barn would have been gone and the 
fences right after!”

Barbara Baker
President of Horses’ Haven

Horses’ Haven is a non-profit organization located in Michigan
that’s dedicated to the welfare of horses and other large animals.

“…I have prescribed the Miracle Collar for all obsessive cribbers…the pressure
to stop air-sucking can be applied without undue restriction of the throat area, 
thus removing a possible source of injury to this sensitive area. Let me thank 
you for providing a useful tool to treat obsessive cribbers.”

Wayne Hachten, D.V.M.
East Penn Veterinary Associates, Inc.

“This wonderful invention is truly a miracle. I am so pleased with how well
the collar quickly worked…”

Amanda Wenham
Wenatchee, WA

We’d love to hear your success stories, questions or comments
about the Miracle Collar, please call or write.

Toll Free in the U.S. and Canada: 800-932-8371
Local and International: 330-674-1782

7540 CR 201, PO Box 68 
Mt. Hope, OH 44660-0068

www.ridethebrand.com

100% SATISFACTION GUARANTEED STOPS CRIBBING IMMEDIATELY!

“…It is great that you have come up with such a remarkable product to help  
our wonderful equine companions. Thanks.”

Prudence K. Heany
Two Time Tack
Bethesda, MD

“Thank you for creating what truly is a Miracle Collar. My Appaloosa, Spot, 
used to crib all the time, but since I have used your collar he doesn’t even try. 
Spot wears it almost all the time — in his stall, turned out and to and from 
shows. I ride him English and sometimes I even leave the collar on him when 
riding. I recommended the Miracle Collar to my friends who have a very intense 
cribber named Chomps (who got his name from being such an intense cribber). 
All the other collars haven’t worked on him, but I bet your collar will!”

Melissa Kurtz
Rochester, NY
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The One and Only Original Design



 With your horse’s head in the upright position, adjust the browband strap
 until it applies just enough pressure to stop your horse from cribbing.

 To make sure the browband strap is adjusted tight enough not to drop 
 over your horse’s face, watch your horse eat off the ground. If the 
 browband strap appears loose, continue to tighten it until it can’t slide  

 down over your horse’s face and eyes. If necessary, punch additional 
 holes in the strap for more adjustment.

 Attention: Check the collar on a daily basis as leather becomes softer and more supple 
 from daily use. The browband strap may need to be adjusted occasionally in the head down  
 position described above. The browband strap should always fit tighter than the neck strap.

 Check the neck strap again and make sure you can slip a flat hand’s width 
 between the neck strap and your horse’s neck.

 Run straps through metal keepers on the buckles.

 Attention: The browband strap applies the pressure to stop cribbing. Be sure it is properly 
 adjusted at all times. The neck strap simply helps hold the Miracle Collar in place.

Stop Cribbing Now With These Easy Steps:
The Miracle Collar must be adjusted correctly to stop your horse from cribbing.
Please remember to check the fit frequently to ensure the collar’s effectiveness.

 Standing on the near side of your horse, place the 
 wide bottom piece under the jaw with buckles 
 facing you. The CENTER TAB should point 

 forward between the jaws.

 Position the shorter NECK STRAP over the 
 neck, through the mane (or over the bridle path) 
 and buckle when it is just snug enough to keep 

 collar in place. You should always be able to slip 
 a flat hand’s width between the neck strap and 
 your horse’s neck. NOTE: The neck strap 
 does not apply the pressure to stop 
 cribbing and should be adjusted only 
 snug enough to keep the collar in place. 

 Run the longer BROWBAND STRAP across the forehead just in front 
 of the ears and buckle moderately tight. As when putting anything 
 new on your horse, watch how your horse reacts to the Miracle Collar’s  

 adjustment and make further adjustments one hole at a time.

Caring for Your Miracle Collar
The Miracle Collar is constructed of premium quality harness leather. With
proper care and maintenance, this collar will be effective and provide years 
of dependable service.

As a part of your daily grooming schedule, check the Miracle Collar for a proper 
fit as the leather may stretch and lengthen over time and need to be adjusted. 
Also inspect the Miracle Collar for any needed cleaning or repair. When the 
collar is fitted properly and kept clean, your horse should not develop sores.  
Clean and condition regularly to keep the Miracle Collar 
in shape.  A daily inspection of the Miracle Collar is absolutely
necessary to help avoid any problems associated with the  
accumulation of dirt, manure, grime, sweat or problems that  
may occur from incorrect adjustment or position of the collar.

Because horses are powerful 
and sometimes unpredictable 
animals, we recommend the 
Miracle Collar be used by 
experienced horse owners, 
following all directions and 
using common sense.
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100% SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
We are deeply committed to providing you with high quality, dependable products that offer you years of use and satisfaction
 at a great value. And if any Weaver Leather product is not exactly what you expected or hoped for, simply return it promptly 

to the place of purchase for complete satisfaction. At Weaver Leather, we’re not satisfied unless you are.

100% SATISFACTION GUARANTEED ORIGINAL DESIGN STOPS CRIBBING IMMEDIATELY!

Please keep these
instructions for

future references.

®


